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i lifted and held in its raised position Without 
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Heretofore the keeping of doors Ofgarages, 
ticular barns and outhouses of all kinds, pa 

ly, when subject to the wind, has required the 
employnent of braces, ustaily consisting of 
strips ofwoodor broken limbsoftrees, picked 
up at random from the Surrounding ground 
orfloor. 

i The Object of my invention is to providea 
i brace that is pivoted to the door, that can 
be lowered to keep the doors open at any 
angle, wherever desired, and Which can be ***/ } } 

| any particularefort. !. 
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i erab?y of Steel, which is, 
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im which the brace or rod is cau 

This i accomplish by 
fully described, and asparicular?y pointed 
olit in the claims. . , 

In the drawings:– 
Figure 1 is a perspective View of an Open 

garage door, showing my invention applied 
thereto. . . , ' , | . . 

Figure 2 is a bottom wiew of the Petainer 
*x 

islifted to the limit ofits raisei position. 
Figure 3 is a front edge view of the same. 
Figure 4 is a Side view thereof. | 
Figure 5 is a perspective View of the piwot 

plate that Secures the rod to the door. 
In the drawings A represents a rod, pref 

cross Section. This rod is of a suitable length, 
say two feet, long, and the 
the ground is sharpened, or bevelled, and its 

| opposite end is piwoted between a coup?e of 
corresponding lugs b, b, integra? with and 
projecting from a Screw-plate C, which lat 
teris attached to the inside Surface of a door 
}), a ta point near the Outer edge thereof, and w ", w g? at, a point, less thain the length of the rod, 
above the ground or floor. This Screw-plate 
is preferably made of a rectangular piece of 
sheet metal, the longer edges of Which are, 
between the ends thereoi, bent outwards to 
form the piwotal-Hugs b, b. Any Suitable 
means for piwoting one end of Said rod to the 
door will, howewer, be Satisfactory. 
To ho?d the door open in the position de 

sired the sharpened end of the rod is dropped 
until it engages and Sticks into the ground or 
floor. When it is desired to release the door, 
the Iower sharpened end of Said rod is lifted 
until it strikes the door above its piwot where 
it, engage? and is held by a Suitable retainer. 
This retainer is made from a piece of flat 
metal E, that is provided with a couple of 
screw-lugs d, d, projecting from one trans 
werse edge, at, Say, approximately ninety de 

means hereinafter 

otherandare paral?e? 
of rod A, which is designed to rest between 
them When locked. in. order to retain the rod 

tyht When i 

preferably Square in 
end (i that ensyages 

dback ofit, and its movement will be limitet 

outer angle of which projects sight 
i of the entrance of the nest ?) that is Occupiec 
its raised position. 

grees to each other. This is accomplished by 
beilding piece EW-shaped, So that the longer 
sides are at an angle of Say ninety dlegrees to 
each other, and Sothat the ang?e of Said bend 60 
will Strike between lugsd, d. When the piece 
is Secured to the door, ata point a little less 
than the length of the rod above piwotal p?ate 

i C, the bent side portions e, e”, ofpiece Ewi? 
project Forwards, The olitej end of portion 
6 is, preferab?y. cut of Square, but the Outer 
end of the other portion e" is curved fromits 
outer Fight hand corner toward its inner 
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i straight edge to Serve as a guide, to direct 
i Said rod into a nest m, between Said straight: 7 
edge and the inner straight edge of the other 
truncated portion e. | 
These straight edges are opposite each 

and separated the width 
75 

in Said nest, there is a latch G, that is en 
gaged by the rod as it einters the nest m, be 
tween portions é, ë”. This latch consists of an 
B-Shaped member that is stamped Out of a 
single piece of sheet metal, andispivoted by a 
livet g near its inner angle, to the underside 
of portion 2, SO that the transverse edge of 
the inher shorter arm of the latch will, be 
fore rod Astrikes it, project slightly in front: 85 
of the inner transyerse edge of the nesi. 
The width of this shorter armis such that, 

When the latch member is noved towards the 
dool", its rear transverse edge engages the ?ug 
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90 
thereby. 
The ionger arm of Said atch, projects for 

ward beyond the front truncated edge of por. 
tion e, and is nade wider and forms a head 
*, that has its forward, edge curved or 
cammed in a direction towards the chined 
edge of portione". This curvel portion of the 
head Serves asa guide against which the rod 
strikes at the same time itengages the curved 
edge # of portion e'. The inner end of this 100 
curved edge terminated in a shoulder R, the 

lyin from: 

by the r?d when the latter is at the linie of 
When it is desired to raise and retain the 

| rod A itis grasped, below the piyota-plate C, 
and lifted unti? its upper end portion Strikes 
the head of the latch. Asit strikes the curved 
edge of the head of this latch it forces the 10 
latter aside until it passesshoulder B, thereof 

| and the latch immediately gravitates back to 

  



2 
its Original position, so that Said shoulder l: 
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thereof is moved in front of the rod A and 
prewentsits withdrawa? from the nest. Imor 
der to release the rod, the latch is pushed or 

i moved by hand until the shoulder / is away 
from the front of the same, whereupon sail 
rod canbe moved forward and droppeduntil 

i its sharpened end againengages the ground 
i 10 

orfloor. |- 
i If desired the shoulder k.canbeinclined up 

i wardsslightiy, as shown in Figs, 2 and 3, to 
| assist the passage of the rod and to prewent 

20 

its catching the clothes of the passerby. By 
inclining portione, the latch, when notinuse, 
will gravitate into Such position as to leave 
the nest.open and ready for the rod when it is 
desired to retain the same again. 
What I claimas new is:– 
1. A door-stop comprising a rodpivoted at 

one end to the inside of a door, in combina 
i tion with a retainer comprising a suitable 

2 5 

screw-plate fastened to the inside of the door 
| above the pivotal point of the rod, a pivotal 
automatic latch member projecting from said, 
plate and Inovable by grawity in a plane in 

| clined slightly to the horizontal, the Tod en 
gaging portion of which is normally in the 
path of the rod and which is pushed aside by. 
Said rod when the latteris Taised to the limit of its uppermost position, and automatically 

i returns toits original position to retain Said 
i rod. 

i 2. Adoor-stop comprisinga rodpiwoted at 
one end to the inside of the door, in combina 
tion with a retainer comprising a suitable 

i screw-plate fastened to the inside of the door 
| above the pivotal point of the rod, and a piv 

i oted latch projecting laterally from said plate 
and novable by grawity in a plane inclined 
slightly to horizontal, which lateh when the 

i latter is raised to the limit of its uppermest 

4. :5 

5 
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position gravitates to 
i retain the rod. 

3. A door-stop comprising a rod pivoted at 
one end to the inside of a door, in combina 
tion with a retainer consisting of a mounting 
plate Secured to the door above the pivot of 
the rod, a pair of spaced lugs projecting lat 
erally from said plate and adapted to receive 
the rod when the latteris raised, and a piwot 
ed latch member coacting with said lugs and 

| having a hooked forward portion adapted to 

its original position to 

i be engaged by the rod to move the ?atch 
| member on its pivot to permit positioning of 
the Pod between the lugs, Said latch member 
having a shoulderback ofitshooked end that 
isengaged by therod after passing the hooked 
portion whereby to return the latch member 

i to normal position with the hooked portion 
in front of the rod to retain the latter be 
tween said lugs. 

4. Adoor-stop.comprisinga rodpivoted at 

i,706,995 

one e?ad to the iside of a door, in conubiuation 
wit?h a retainer comprising a Screw-plate haw 
ing two Screw-lugs projecting fron its rear 
transverse edge that are Secured to the inside 
of a door above the pivotal point of the rod 

| and having two suitable forwardly projecting 
and separated portions that arebent V-shapel 
to each other, and a latch piwoted to the un 
deside of orie of Said portions having its 
forward end pointed and projectiug in front 
of Said portion and has a shoulder on its in 
ner edge. 

5. A door-stop comprising a rod pivoted at 
One end to tle inside of a door, in couabination 
with a retainer consisting of a screw-plate 
lhaving two Screw-?ugs projecting from the 
rear transverse edge thereof that are Secured 
to the inside of a door above the piwotal point 
of Said rod, ant having two suitable forward 
ly projecting and Separated portions, and a 
latch piwoted to the underside of one of 8aid 
portions and having its forward pointed end 
projecting in front of the forward endl of the 
}}ortion to which it is pivotel, wlic? has a 
Shoulder Gh its inner edge, and w hose rear 
edge engages the Screw-lug back of it to limit 
it3 movement. 

| 6. A door-stop comprising a rod piwoted at 
| one end to the inside of a door in combina 
tion with a retainer comprisinga serew-plate 
having two screw-?ugs projecting from tle 

i rear edge thereof that are secured to the in 
side of a door above the piwotal point of said 
od and has two suitable forwardy pro 
jecting and separated portions that are bent 
V-shaped to each other, and a latch piwoted 
to the underside of one of said portions and 
has its forward pointed end projecting in 
front of the portion to wlich itis pivoted that 
has a shoulder on its inner edge, and w?ose 
rear edge engages the screw-lug back of it to 
limit the novement. 

7. A door-stop ("omprising a rod piwotod at 
one end to the inside of a door, a serew-plate 
consisting of a piece of sheet metal the origi 
nal reetanguiarshape of which hasits vertical 
edges bent forward between the upper and 
lower ends thereof between which said rod is 
pivoted in combination with a retainer com 
prising a suitable Screw-plate fastened to the 
inside of the door above the piwota? point of 
the rod. and a piwoted latch projecting later 
ally from said plate which lutch is pushed 
aside by Said rod w?em the latter is raised to 
the limit of its uppermost position, and is 
gravitated back to its position to retain said 
l'OC. 

| Signed at Chicago, in the county of Cook, 
and State of Illinois, this 24th day of Nowem 
ber, 1925. 

THOMAS BOWIEY. 
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